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Measuring molecular evolution in bacteria typically requires estimation of the rate at which 34 
mutations accumulate in strains sampled at different times that share a common ancestor. This 35 
approach has been useful for dating ecological and evolutionary events that coincide with the 36 
emergence of important lineages, such as outbreak strains and obligate human pathogens. 37 
However, in multi-host (niche) transmission scenarios, where the pathogen is essentially an 38 
opportunistic environmental organism, sampling is often sporadic and rarely reflects the overall 39 
population, particularly when concentrated on clinical isolates. This means that approaches that 40 
assume recent common ancestry are not applicable. Here we present a new approach to estimate 41 
the molecular clock rate in Campylobacter that draws on the popular probability conundrum 42 
known as the ‘birthday problem’. Using large genomic datasets and comparative genomic 43 
approaches, we identify isolate pairs where common ancestry is inferred within the sample 44 
time-frame – analogous to a shared birthday. Identifying synonymous and non-synonymous 45 
substitions, both within and outside of recombinant regions of the genome, we quantify clock-46 
like diversification to estimate mutation rates for the common pathogenic species  47 
Campylobacter coli (2.4 x 10-6 s/s/y) and Campylobacter jejuni (3.4 x 10-6 s/s/y). Finally, using 48 
estimated mutation rates we assess the rate of turnover of lineages in our sample set over short 49 
evolutionary timescales. This provides a generalizable approach to calibrating mutation rates in 50 
populations of environmental bacteria and shows that multiple lineages are maintained, 51 
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Theoretical models of a relatively constant rate of molecular change over time (Kimura 1968), 66 
the molecular clock, have become fundamental to explaining the evolution in bacteria (Kuo and 67 
Ochman 2009; Didelot et al. 2016). Spurred by the increasing availability of population-scale 68 
genome datasets, it is now common for comparative genomic studies to describe not only the 69 
relatedness of isolates but also how long ago they diverged (Kidgell et al. 2002; Mutreja et al. 70 
2011; Mcadam et al. 2012; Cui et al. 2013; Mourkas et al. 2020). This can provide valuable 71 
information when combined with host, habitat or ecosystem data. For example, it is possible to 72 
investigate how events such as host transitions or global dissemination have influenced the 73 
emergence and spread of lineages that may display important phenotypes, including 74 
pathogenicity.  75 
 76 
There are significant challenges when applying molecular clocks to date lineage diversification 77 
in natural bacterial populations. In particular, it is necessary to determine the rate at which the 78 
clock ‘ticks’ and the uniform accumulation of nucleotide substitutions over time. However, this 79 
is not simply a reflection of the background point mutation rate (associated with replication 80 
error) and the generation time of the bacterium (Weller and Wu 2015; Gibson et al. 2018), but 81 
is also influenced by horizontal gene transfer (HGT) that can introduce several mutations in a 82 
single event (Vos and Didelot 2009). Furthermore, the rate at which mutations accumulate in 83 
the population is influenced by the population size (Bromham 2009) and selection (positive and 84 
stabilizing) on different fitness effects (Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2007).  85 
 86 
While debate continues about mutations that are effectively neutral, and hence provide accurate 87 
clock estimates (Gibson and Eyre-Walker 2019), there is clear utility for even approximations 88 
of the rate of genome change over time (Drummond et al. 2003; Biek et al. 2015). This has 89 
allowed the development of time-calibrated phylogenies explaining molecular evolution in 90 
numerous well-known pathogen species (Kidgell et al. 2002; Mutreja et al. 2011; Mcadam et 91 
al. 2012; Cui et al. 2013). However, even with large genome datasets and increasingly 92 
sophisticated models (Drummond and Rambaut 2007; Suchard et al. 2018), the accuracy of 93 
molecular evolution estimates is dependent upon the data from which they are derived, and two 94 
important considerations remain. First, the data should represent a longitudinal sample set 95 
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(Drummond et al. 2003; Arnold and Hanage 2017). Second, the data should be representative 96 
of the population as a whole.  97 
 98 
It is conceptually simple to understand how a long time-frame between collection of the earliest 99 
and latest sample would increase the number of mutations recorded, and how sampling at 100 
consistent intervals could help to determine if accumulation was linear over time. Comparisons 101 
between modern samples and DNA from the stomach of a 5,300 year old frozen iceman ‘Otzi’ 102 
have been used to investigate the emergence of modern Helicobacter pylori lineages (Maixner 103 
et al. 2016). However, ancient pathogen samples are rarely available. More frequently, 104 
molecular clock rates are estimated using collections of contemporary isolates that often share 105 
a common ancestor older than the sample frame. Convincing estimations have been possible 106 
for medically important bacteria, through comparison of large numbers of closely related 107 
isolates (Didelot et al. 2012; Walker et al. 2013; Mathers et al. 2015; Menardo et al. 2019) but 108 
for many pathogens sampling of outbreaks may not provide an adequate representation of the 109 
bacterial population.  110 
 111 
Most disease-causing bacteria are not obligate human pathogens. In this case, large reservoirs 112 
of isolates from which infection can arise may be infrequently sampled, despite their potential 113 
importance as emergent pathogenic strains. For example, Campylobacter jejuni and C. coli are 114 
among the most common causes of bacterial gastroenteritis worldwide but exist principally as 115 
commensal organisms in the gut of mammals and birds (Waldenström et al. 2002; Sheppard et 116 
al. 2011; Bronowski et al. 2014; Cody et al. 2015; Sheppard and Maiden 2015). Human 117 
infection results primarily via food contaminated with strains from wild and agricultural 118 
animals, especially chickens (Wilson et al. 2008; Sheppard et al. 2009; Strachan et al. 2009; 119 
Dearlove et al. 2016; Rosner et al. 2017; Thépault et al. 2017). In multi-host (niche) 120 
transmission scenarios such as this, where the pathogen is essentially an environmental 121 
organism, sampling is often sporadic and rarely reflects the overall population, particularly 122 
when concentrated on clinical isolates (Marin and Hedges 2018). 123 
 124 
Overcoming the problem of sporadic or unrepresentative sampling for molecular clock 125 
estimation requires that sufficient numbers of isolates are collected to ensure that there are pairs 126 
that share a recent common ancestor (within the sampling period). However, with the enormous 127 
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effective population size of environmental bacteria populations, questions remain about how 128 
many isolates need to be sampled to achieve this. This is analogous to the well-known 129 
probability theory conundrum known as the birthday problem (Mathis 1991). This puzzle asks 130 
how many randomly chosen people need to be sampled so that a pair of them will share the 131 
same birthday. To be sure, requires a sample size of 366 (the number of possible birthdays), 132 
assuming that all birthdays are equally common, but a 99.9% probability is achieved with just 133 
70 people and 50% with 23 people. This may seem counter intuitive but can be explained by 134 
considering that rather than comparing the birthday of a single individual to everyone else’s, in 135 
fact comparisons are made between every pair of individuals, 23 x 22/2 = 253. The result is 136 
greater than half the number days in the year, hence the 50% probability. Clearly, there are 137 
challenges in relating this conceptual model to bacteria. First, it is not known how many 138 
possible lineages (here equivalent to birthdays) there are in natural bacterial populations. 139 
Second, how to define lineages or isolate pairs with recent common ancestry. Third, just as with 140 
birthdays, some lineages are far more common than others. For example, of >72,000 C. jejuni 141 
and C. coli isolates archived in the pubMLST database (Jolley et al. 2018), >50% belong to just 142 
5 clonal complexes (out of 45). 143 
 144 
Together, factors relating to isolate sampling and genome analysis conspire such that it may be 145 
difficult to distinguish nucleotide substitutions that reflect the passage of time (Didelot and 146 
Falush 2007; Biek et al. 2015). Here, we take a multi-layered approach to estimate the rate of 147 
molecular evolution of C. jejuni and C. coli using a large genome collection (2,425 genomes) 148 
representing isolates sampled over a 46-year period. We begin by identifying isolate pairs 149 
where: (i) common ancestry is inferred within the sample time-frame, and (ii) the most recently 150 
sampled isolate has accumulated SNPs over time. We then quantify synonymous and non-151 
synonymous polymorphisms to take (some) account of selection, both within and outside of 152 
recombinant regions of the genome, and use synonymous polymorphisms to quantify clock-153 
like diversification in Campylobacter (Kimura 1987; Gojobori et al. 1990). Finally, using 154 
estimated mutation rates we assess the rate of turnover of lineages in our sample sets over short 155 
evolutionary timescales. This provides a generalizable approach to calibrating mutation rates in 156 
populations of environmental bacteria and clues about lineage diversification in two important 157 
pathogenic bacteria.  158 
 159 
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There is a weak temporal signal in C. coli and C. jejuni phylogenies  161 
Core genome phylogenies revealed little evidence of clustering by collection date (Figure 1). 162 
Isolates belonging to common sequence types (STs) and clonal complexes were sampled over 163 
the 46-year period. These included poultry associated ST-353, ST-354 and ST-257 complexes, 164 
cattle associated ST-61 and ST-42 complexes, and host generalist ST-21, ST-45, ST-828 (C. 165 
coli) complexes (Sheppard et al. 2014) (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1). Linear 166 
regression of root-to-tip distances and sampling dates of C. coli and C. jejuni phylogenies 167 
(Supplementary Figure 1), using TempEst software, provided very weak evidence of a 168 
temporal signal when the best-fitting root was estimated. The R2 values were low for both C. 169 
coli (R2 = 0.176) and C. jejuni (R2 = 9.5 x 10-2) phylogenies (Supplementary Table 2). 170 
Consistent with some other studies (Rieux and Balloux 2016), this poor branch-length to 171 
isolation date correlation suggests that estimation of the molecular clock rate from the entire 172 
dataset may be difficult. However, the accumulation of polymorphisms exhibited a positive 173 
correlation with sampling date in all datasets (Supplementary Figure 1) implying the 174 
maintenance of multiple STs and clonal complexes through time. 175 
 176 
Sampling matched isolate pairs allows estimation of mutation rate 177 
Estimation of molecular clock rates requires comparison of isolates from related, or preferably 178 
the same lineages, that have accumulated mutations over time. To achieve this there is a 179 
necessary balance between maximizing the time between sampling and accumulated SNPs 180 
whilst ensuring comparisons are made between related strains. Therefore, we plotted SNP 181 
difference against time difference to determine criteria for choosing comparable isolate pairs 182 
(Figure 2). The sample time difference was chosen to maximize the time between sampling 183 
and the number of comparable pairs belonging to the same lineage. Pair selection criteria were 184 
standardised for both species so that isolate pairs were excluded where the sampling time 185 
difference was <8 years or there were >5000 SNPs between them (Figure 2, Supplementary 186 
Table 3, Table 1). Based upon these criteria, 18 C. coli and 20 C. jejuni isolate pairs were 187 
considered for mutation rate calibration. These belonged to the ST-21, ST-22, ST-45, ST-1332, 188 
ST-828 clonal complexes and isolate pairs had a difference in sampling date of 8 to 11 years 189 
(C. coli) and 8 to 36 years (C. jejuni) (Tables 1 and 2, Supplementary Table 3).  190 
 191 
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Estimation of a molecular clock rate requires that SNPs accumulate over time, defined here as 192 
mutations per site per year (s/s/y). It is also possible that branch shortening can occur where 193 
there are fewer mutations in the more recent isolate of a pair resulting in a negative rate of 194 
molecular evolution (Duchêne et al. 2016). In this study, 13 out 18 C. coli and 11 out of 20 C. 195 
jejuni isolate pairs exhibited branch lengthening, i.e. more total mutations (within and outside 196 
recombined regions) were found in the more recent isolate (Tables 3 and 4, Supplementary 197 
Table 4). Only pairs having undergone measurable evolution (branch lengthening) were 198 
included in further analysis of the accumulation of mutations over time. For these isolate pairs, 199 
the total mutation rate was calculated as well as the mutation rate within and outside of 200 
recombined regions (Table 5, Supplementary Table 5).  The mean mutation rate for non-201 
recombined regions was 6.36 x 10-6 and 8.45 x 10-6 s/s/y for C. coli and C. jejuni respectively, 202 
or 11.46 and 13.53 mutations per genome per year (s/g/y) (Table 5). 203 
 204 
Recombination drives molecular evolution in Campylobacter 205 
Mutations in coding sequence based on gene definitions in reference isolate genomes (CVM 206 
N29710 (C. coli) and NCTC 11168 (C. jejuni)) introduced an average of 1569 and 242 SNPs 207 
in C. coli and C. jejuni paired genome datasets respectively. Of these, an average of only 222 208 
(C. coli) and 106 (C. jejuni) were inferred to be the result of point mutation, with the remainder 209 
resulting from recombination (Tables 3 and 4). Recombination is therefore the major source 210 
of sequence variation in both species (Figure 3, Tables 3 and 4), introducing nearly six times 211 
as many polymorphisms in C. coli than in C. jejuni – consistent with previous estimates based 212 
upon MLST (Wilson et al. 2009). To assess the effect of mutations on amino acid sequences 213 
we quantified non-synonymous (N) and synonymous (S) mutations and determined the ratio 214 
per site (dN/dS) for all isolate pairs in recombined and non-recombined sequence (Tables 3 and 215 
4). Point mutation accounted for an unequal amount of N and S polymorphism both within and 216 
between species (C. coli, N = 99, S = 123; C. jejuni, N = 63, S = 43). While recombination 217 
introduced many more polymorphisms than point mutation, in both species these were biased 218 
towards synonymous changes. Specifically, around six times as many S than N mutations were 219 
introduced by recombination in C. coli and approximately twice more in C. jejuni (C. coli, N = 220 
546, S = 801; C. jejuni, N = 59, S = 77). Overall, average dN/dS ratios were consistent between 221 
species within recombined (C. coli 0.492, C. jejuni 0.490) and non-recombined (C. coli 0.594, 222 
C. jejuni 0.509) portions of the genome. However, because of the relative importance of 223 
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recombination (r/m = 37.240 (C. coli), r/m = 5.098 (C. jejuni)), on average N mutations were 224 
similar for C. jejuni from recombination and point mutation (59 and 63 respectively). However, 225 
recombination introduced 5.5 times more N mutations than point mutation in C. coli (Tables 3 226 
and 4). Variation in dN/dS was observed between isolate pairs but was mostly indicative 227 
purifying selection (dN/dS<1). Evidence of positive selection (dN/dS>1) was only observed 228 
within recombined sequence in 6 isolate pairs (Tables 3 and 4). 229 
 230 
Additional analysis of the distribution of recombination events revealed that an average of 13% 231 
(C. coli) and 2% (C. jejuni) of the genome has undergone recombination in at least one isolate 232 
pair since divergence from the common ancestor of each sub-tree (Tables 6 and 7). 233 
Recombination was distributed across the genome in both species but was elevated in certain 234 
regions of C. coli introducing more polymorphism at potential recombination hotspots (Yahara 235 
et al. 2014). However, recombination remained the main source of variation in both species 236 
(Figure 3).  237 
 238 
Molecular clock estimates for C. coli and C. jejuni  239 
Molecular clock estimates require that mutations accumulate at a consistent rate over time. We 240 
maximized the chance of identifying this signal in several ways. First, genomic variation within 241 
recombined regions was discounted as multiple SNPs can be introduced in a single evolutionary 242 
event – distorting clock estimates (Didelot and Falush 2007; Wilson et al. 2009; Croucher et al. 243 
2011). Second, non-synonymous mutations were discounted as selection may be more likely to 244 
influence the frequency of variation at these sites. Third, only pairs in which the most recently 245 
sampled isolate contained more SNPs (branch lengthening) were used as they displayed 246 
measurable evolution over time. Based on these criteria, a similar average molecular clock rate 247 
was obtained for C. coli, 2.4 x 10-6 s/s/y (4.27 s/g/y), and C. jejuni, 3.4 x 10-6 s/s/y (5.42 s/g/y) 248 
(Table 5).  249 
 250 
Coalescence and maintenance of lineages over time 251 
Molecular clock estimates can vary within a population. Therefore the applicability of 252 
generalized clocks depend upon how much of the population has been sampled. To quantify 253 
this we estimated the average mutation rate (µ) (C. coli = 77.292 s/g/y, C. jejuni = 14.101 s/g/y), 254 
including all polymorphisms within and outside recombined sequence. These mutation rates 255 
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were used to determine the number of coalescences in the population at a given time point (here 256 
referred to as ‘effective lineages’) within the dataset. The maximum timeframe for comparison 257 
was 37 years for C. coli and 46 years for C. jejuni (short in evolutionary terms). This provided 258 
information about the number of ancestral strains and the rate of turnover of lineages within the 259 
dataset. The total number of potential pairs without accounting for genetic similarity (Y), was 260 
equal to the square of the total number of isolates (n2) divided by two (to avoid double counting 261 
of isolate pairs), 180,600 and 1,663,488 for C. coli and C. jejuni respectively. 262 
 263 
Having determined the mutation rate, we were able to predict the expected number of mutations 264 
over a given period of time. For example, 14 in 1 year for C. jejuni. We then subsampled all 265 
isolate pairs (Y) to determine how many isolate pairs had <14 SNPs between them – 76 isolate 266 
pairs. This is the possible number of isolate pairs that have arisen in 1 year. This process was 267 
repeated for each time cut-off, up to a maximum of 37 and 46 years for C. coli and C. jejuni 268 
respectively (Tables 8 and 9), to give the number of possible pairs for every time cut-off (X) 269 
(Figure 2B and 2D). Dividing Y/X resulted in the number of coalescences (effective lineages) 270 
at a given time interval in the past (Z) (Tables 8 and 9). For example, if the total mutation rate 271 
was 14 s/g/y and we were interested in the number of birthdays within 5 years of our dataset, 272 
we would multiply the mutation rate by 5 to result in 70 SNPs of evolution over 5 years. The 273 
number of potential pairs (Y = 1,663,488) / possible pairs (X = 174) = ~9,560 coalescences 274 
(ancestors) within this time period (Supplementary Figure 2, Tables 8 and 9).  275 
 276 
The number of effective lineages at a given time-point can also be interpreted as the number of 277 
lineages that gave rise to those that are seen today. This provides valuable information about 278 
how the population is maintained over time and the extent to which it has diversified. For 279 
example, 1,263 C. coli lineages 37 years ago gave rise to an estimated 22,575 one year ago and 280 
4,726 C. jejuni lineages 46 years ago gave rise to 21,888 lineages one year ago. This equates to 281 
an average increase in the number of effective lineages of 576 and 373 per year for C. coli and 282 
C. jejuni respectively. For C. jejuni it is clear that a considerable proportion (22%) of all 283 
lineages have been maintained throughout the 46 year sampling period and probably much 284 
longer (Figure 4). In contrast, only 6% of all effective lineages were present in the C. coli 285 
population 37 years ago. Perhaps the most striking finding is that the C. coli population has 286 
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rapidly diversified in recent years. For example, there has been an 800% increase in the number 287 
of effective lineages in the last 10 years, over 3 times the rate of increase observed in C. jejuni.    288 
(Figure 4, Supplementary Figure 2).  289 
 290 
Discussion 291 
The increasing availability of large genome datasets has great potential for improving molecular 292 
clock estimates in bacteria. However, significant challenges remain. While it is clear that the 293 
frequency of substitutions can vary between different species and strains (von Mering et al. 294 
2007; Mcadam et al. 2012; Cui et al. 2013; Li et al. 2015; Duchêne et al. 2016; Gibson et al. 295 
2018; Menardo et al. 2019), the extent to which nucleotide variation represents an intrinsic 296 
molecular clock is often less apparent. Biological factors such as generation time, population 297 
size and recombination rate, and ecological factors including cellular responses to habitat 298 
variation or stress and the strength of natural selection, influence the rate at which substitutions 299 
accumulate in populations (Denamur and Matic 2006). Therefore, obtaining a robust molecular 300 
clock estimate from natural bacterial populations requires an appropriate sample frame and 301 
careful consideration of the nature of observed sequence variation.  302 
 303 
In cases where there is a clear temporal signal among isolates, it may be possible to obtain a 304 
robust molecular clock estimate by applying models to large genome datasets (Menardo et al. 305 
2019). However, analysing all C. jejuni and C. coli genomes together gave a weak temporal 306 
signal. This is likely related to the population structure and biology of these organisms that is 307 
in stark contrast to many obligate human pathogens (Menardo et al. 2019). Consistent with 308 
many other zoonotic or environmental bacteria, Campylobacter is a diverse genus with multiple 309 
lineages (STs and clonal complexes) inhabiting multiple hosts/niches. This required a more 310 
targeted approach to microevolutionary analysis consistent with that used to investigate 311 
transmission in similarly variable organisms (Didelot et al. 2012).  312 
  313 
Sub-sampling within the isolate collection, sampled over 46 years, identified closely related 314 
pairs of isolates with divergent sampling dates. Clearly, calibration of the molecular clock 315 
requires that mutations accumulate over time. This was not the case in all isolate pairs. In some 316 
cases, the most recently sampled isolate had accumulated fewer substitutions than the 317 
comparator strain leading to a negative mutation rate as observed in some other bacterial species 318 
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(Duchêne et al. 2016; Menardo et al. 2019). This could indicate time-dependency of molecular 319 
evolution (Ho et al. 2007; Ho et al. 2011), where deleterious mutations in the older isolate have 320 
been purged leading to differences in long and short term molecular clock estimates (Rocha et 321 
al. 2006; Duchêne et al. 2014). However, in organisms with complex ecology such as 322 
Campylobacter, it is also possible that closely related isolates occupy different sub-niches and 323 
experience different selection pressures even when sampled from the same host.  324 
 325 
Returning to the birthday problem analogy, considering the number of isolate pairs (equivalent 326 
to people with the same birthday) obtained from the original genome dataset can provide clues 327 
about the extent of lineage diversity in the natural population. Using total mutation rates, we 328 
were able to assess the nature of coalescence across the sample time frame for each species. 329 
The coalescence we refer to here is equivalent to the number of ancestral strains at a particular 330 
time point (effective lineages) in the natural environment from which contemporary strains 331 
emerged. Effective population size (Ne) is commonly used to reflect the number of individuals 332 
in a population that contribute to subsequent generations (Kirchberger et al. 2020). This has 333 
been used to investigate bacteria but contrasting approaches can provide different estimates 334 
depending on the method used (Cui et al. 2015; von Mering et al 2007). The idea of effective 335 
lineages, described in this study, is related to Ne but is more specific for clonal organisms. 336 
Rather than typical Ne estimates for sexual populations, where the mating of two individuals is 337 
largely independent of what happened in previous generations, the number of effective lineages 338 
in a bacterial population reflects the number of distinct lineages that will survive and therefore 339 
contribute to future generations. This provides information on the genetic inertia of the 340 
population.  341 
 342 
These analyses highlighted the importance of appropriate sampling when calibrating mutation 343 
rates and can help in determining the extent to which samples represent the population as a 344 
whole. Specifically, by considering the number of coalescences in a random population, we can 345 
look back through the sample time frame to estimate the number of effective lineages across a 346 
randomly sampled dataset. For example, suppose we would like to know if our contemporary 347 
isolates have a common ancestor in 1980. We know that a proportion of these ancestors gave 348 
rise to the diversity we see today but many lineages would go extinct and therefore not 349 
contribute (Louca et al. 2018). Based on an average mutation rate of  14 s/g/y for C. jejuni, 350 
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there would be 560 SNPs over 40 years total evolution between a strain pair. So, one can then 351 
ask how many pairs are close enough genetically for that to be the case. This gives an estimate 352 
of the effective number of ancestors in 1980 that gave rise to the contemporary dataset - 353 
equivalent to the number of birthdays.  354 
 355 
For Campylobacter, it is clear that multiple lineages have persisted over a long period of time. 356 
This indicates that although the population is large, the strains are not turning over at a 357 
particularly fast rate and are maintained over time. The absence of lineage replacement is 358 
inconsistent with some models of bacterial evolution that predict periodic population 359 
bottlenecks (Koeppel et al. 2007) but this can be explained in several ways. First, it is possible 360 
that the 37/46 year sampling period in this study is not sufficient time to out-compete a rival 361 
strain. Second, bacteria occupy different niches that are sustained so strains are not in direct 362 
competition. Third, the fitness differences among strains are not great enough for one lineage 363 
to out-compete another. 364 
 365 
As well as the maintenance of multiple lineages, there is also evidence for variation in the 366 
number of effective lineages that contributed to successive generations between the two major 367 
pathogenic Campylobacter species. While this was consistently higher for C. jejuni throughout 368 
much of the sample frame there was a rapid increase in the number of C. coli lineages that 369 
began around 8 years ago (Figure 4). The reason for this is unclear. The average mutation rate 370 
estimates were similar for C. jejuni and C. coli, 3.4 x 10-6 and 2.4 x 10-6 s/s/y respectively, 371 
equating to approximately 5.4 (C. jejuni) and 4.3 (C. coli) mutations per genome per year. This 372 
is somewhat lower that previous estimates for C. jejuni calculated from 7-locus MLST (2.79 x 373 
10-5 s/s/y) (Wilson et al. 2009) but is within the range of molecular clock estimates calculated 374 
from genomic variation for Enterococcus faecium (9.35 x 10-6 s/s/y) Y. pestis (1.57 x 10-8 s/s/y) 375 
(Duchêne et al. 2016).  376 
 377 
While the average mutation rate was consistent for C. coli and C. jejuni, the relative number of 378 
polymorphisms introduced by homologous recombination and mutation (r/m) differed 379 
markedly, with on average 37-fold (C. coli), compared to 5-fold (C. jejuni), greater impact on 380 
sequence variation. HGT is known to be an important driver of genome evolution in 381 
Campylobacter (Wilson et al. 2009; Sheppard et al. 2010) but these estimates are considerably 382 
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higher than previous ones using 7-locus MLST (Vos and Didelot 2009). Recombination 383 
introduced nearly twice as many synonymous than non-synonymous mutations, but even taking 384 
this into account, recombined sequence accounted for around 79% of all non-synonymous 385 
variation. This highlights the importance of HGT in rapidly evolving Campylobacter genomes 386 
and provides evidence that recombination may have been an important factor in the recent 387 
diversification of C. coli (Sheppard et al. 2008; Sheppard et al. 2011; Sheppard et al. 2013), 388 
potentially associated with an adaptive radiation (Rainey and Travisano 1998; Flohr et al. 2013) 389 
linked to the colonization of agricultural niches (Thakur et al. 2006). However, this should be 390 
balanced against the evidence of purifying selection within recombined sequence (dN/dS = 391 
0.492 for C. coli and 0.49 for C. jejuni) and the removal of non-synonymous mutations through 392 
negative selection (Rocha et al. 2006). 393 
 394 
Finally, throughout this study we have emphasized the importance of sampling so that measures 395 
of molecular evolution are obtained by comparing recent samples with a true ancestor. The 396 
uneven distribution of lineages within the population and the possibility that they differ in key 397 
evolutionary measures (r/m and dN/dS), means that our molecular clock estimate may not be 398 
applicable to all Campylobacter lineages (Didelot et al. 2012; Croucher et al. 2013; Didelot et 399 
al. 2013; Everitt et al. 2014). Perhaps this is best illustrated by considering two host-specialist 400 
C. jejuni lineages, one associated with chickens and the other with cattle (Sheppard et al. 2011; 401 
Mourkas et al. 2020). There are 19 billion chickens on earth compared to 1.3 billion cattle (Bar-402 
On et al. 2018) and C. jejuni colonizes up to 80% of chickens (Dhillon et al. 2006) with much 403 
lower rates in cattle. As the efficiency by which natural selection acts on sequence variation is 404 
related to effective population size (Gojobori et al. 1990), the rate of fixation and removal of 405 
mutations will be much faster in C. jejuni in chickens. Furthermore, chickens have a higher 406 
body temperature than cattle therefore the C. jejuni will grow faster, have a shorter generation 407 
time, and accumulate mutations at a higher rate (Weller and Wu 2015). From this simple 408 
example, which ignores many important factors (eg. subniche structure, host transition bottle 409 
necking, resident microbiome) it is clear molecular evolution can be influenced by population-410 
scale forces down to the physiology of the individual cell. The approach employed in this study 411 
goes some way towards mitigating effects that confound generalized molecular clock estimates. 412 
Focussing on well-defined closely related isolate pairs inevitably reduces the number of 413 
comparisons from which the mean molecular clock rate is estimated. However, consideration 414 
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of the distribution of effective lineages within the population is essential for identifying robust 415 
molecular clock estimates in environmental bacteria with complex multi-host ecology and 416 
massive effective population sizes.  417 
 418 
Materials and Methods 419 
Isolate sampling, genome sequencing and assembly 420 
The accuracy of molecular clock estimates are improved by sampling strains over long time 421 
periods. To achieve this, an isolate collection was assembled comprising 53 isolates sampled 422 
between 1978 and 1985 (12 C. coli, 41 C. jejuni) and derived from multiple sources (human, 423 
duck, cattle, dog, turkey, wild bird and pig (Supplementary Table 1)). Samples were streaked 424 
onto mCCDA (PO0119A Oxoid Ltd, Basingstoke, UK) with CCDA Selective Supplement 425 
(SR0155E Oxoid Ltd, Basingstoke, UK) and incubated at 37˚C for 48h in a microaerobic 426 
atmosphere (85% N2, 10% CO2, and 5% O2) using CampyGen Compact sachets (Thermo Fisher 427 
Scientific Oxoid Ltd, Basingstoke UK). Single colonies from each plate was then sub-cultured 428 
onto Mueller Hinton (MH) (CM0337 Oxoid Ltd, Basingstoke, UK) agar and grown for an 429 
additional 48h at 37˚C and stored in 20% glycerol stocks at -80˚C. 430 
 431 
DNA was extracted using the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Crawley, UK), according to 432 
manufacturer’s instructions. DNA was quantified using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer before 433 
sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq sequencer using the Nextera XT library preparation kits with 434 
standard protocols. Paired end libraries were sequenced using 2 × 300 bp 3rd generation reagent 435 
kits (Illumina). Short read data was assembled using the de novo assembly algorithm, SPAdes 436 
(version 3.10.0 35) (Bankevich et al. 2012) generating an average of 49 contigs (range: 2 -115) 437 
for a total average assembled genome size of 1.69 Mbp (range: 1.62-1.80). The average N50 438 
was 189,430 bp (range: 81,283-974,529). These isolate genomes were augmented with 1,783 439 
C. jejuni and 589 C. coli genomes archived in BIGSdb (Jolley and Maiden 2010) representing 440 
isolates sampled from multiple sources (human, cattle, chicken, cat, dog, duck, environmental 441 
waters, farm environments, geese, lamb, rabbit, sand, seal, wild birds, turkey, pig) between 442 
1970 and 2016 (Supplementary Table 1). The total isolate collection comprised 2,425 443 
Campylobacter genomes, including C. jejuni belonging to 286 STs and 36 clonal complexes, 444 
and C. coli to 125 STs and 1 clonal complex. All assembled genomes and raw reads have been 445 
deposited in the NCBI repository associated with BioProject: PRJNA524315. Individual 446 
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accession numbers can be found in Supplementary Table 1. Assembled genomes of all isolates 447 
used in the study are available in FigShare DOI: 10.6084/m9.figshare.7886810. 448 
 449 
C. coli and C. jejuni phylogenies and assessing temporal signal and ‘clock-likeness’ 450 
Phylogenies were constructed for 601 C. coli and 1,824 C. jejuni isolates (Supplementary 451 
Table 1, Figure 1). The genomes were aligned against a reference (C. coli CVM N29710, 452 
accession number: NC_022347.1 and C. jejuni NCTC 11168, accession number: 453 
NC_002163.1) using MAFFT with default parameters of minimum nucleotide identity of 70% 454 
over >50% of the gene and BLAST-n word size 20. Core genes, shared by all isolates within a 455 
species (2,014 for C. coli and 1,668 for C. jejuni) were concatenated and used to construct 456 
Maximum likelihood (ML) trees using FastTree version 2.1.8 and the Generalised time-457 
reversible (GTR) model of nucleotide evolution (Price et al. 2010). Isolates were analysed to 458 
test for a temporal signal of the accumulation of genetic variation over time (Supplementary 459 
Figure 1). This was carried out prior to mutation rate analysis using a phylogeny of genetic 460 
distances and sampling dates, and root to tip regression implemented in the software TempEst 461 
v1.5.1 (Rambaut et al. 2016). Core genome phylogenies contained dated-tip isolates sampled 462 
between 1970 and 2016 for C. coli and C. jejuni.  463 
 464 
Selection of closely related isolate pairs 465 
An ideal dataset for mutation rate analysis would include isolate pairs with divergent sampling 466 
dates, sufficient to measure mutation rate over time, while remaining close enough (clustering 467 
on the tree) to share reliable recent common ancestry. Furthermore we required as many pairs 468 
as possible for confidence in average mutation rates. In order to achieve this, pairwise 469 
nucleotide identity and year between isolation date matrices were constructed separately for 470 
601 (C. coli) and 1,824 (C. jejuni) isolates. Using a bespoke R script 471 
(https://github.com/SionBayliss/CallandMolClock), the distribution of nucleotide identity was 472 
determined for isolate pairs within sequential isolation date categories of 1 year or more (1-37 473 
for C. coli, 1-46 for C. jejuni) by comparing every isolate to all other isolates (Figure 2). In 474 
each analysis, isolates were used only once as the ancestral or derived strain. 475 
 476 
Recombination and mutation inference (quantifying nucleotide change) 477 
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The raw reads of genomes (Supplementary Table 1) of isolate pairs (Table 1) were mapped 478 
to the complete reference genomes: C. coli YH501 (accession: NZ_CP015528.1) and C. jejuni 479 
NCTC 11168 using the BWA-MEM algorithm (Li 2013). Variants were called using Freebayes 480 
v1.1.0-dirty (Garrison and Marth 2012) and SNP effects predicted and annotated using SnpEff 481 
version 4.3 (Cingolani et al. 2012) (Supplementary Table 4). These tools were included in the 482 
haploid variant calling pipeline, ‘snippy’ v3.0 (https://github.com/tseemann/snippy). Core 483 
genome sub-tree alignments were constructed using snippy-core. Mutations introduced by point 484 
mutation and recombination were inferred on the alignments using Gubbins v2.4.1 (default 485 
settings) (Croucher et al. 2015) for each isolate pair (Supplementary Table 4). The snippy 486 
pipeline was used to identify synonymous and non-synonymous polymorphism within and 487 
outside of inferred recombinant regions (Croucher et al., 2015). dN/dS ratios were calculated 488 
for sites across the core genome using the synonymous/non-synonymous analysis program 489 
(SNAP) v2.1.1 based on the Nei and Gojobori 1986 method (Korber 2000) (www.hiv.lanl.gov). 490 
By quantifying point mutation and recombination and synonymous and nonsynonymous 491 
polymorphism, we were able to infer different molecular evolution rate estimates. These 492 
included (i) the total mutation rate, used to calculate the number of effective lineages and (ii) 493 
the rate of accumulation of synonymous mutations occurring outside of recombinant regions, 494 
used to estimate the molecular clock. Hotspots of recombination occurring across multiple 495 
isolate pairs were observed.  496 
 497 
Estimating the number of coalescences at yearly intervals (Birthday problem) 498 
To consider the extent to which a given sample set represented genetic diversity within the 499 
population we developed a pipeline that calculated the number of coalescences (effective 500 
lineages, Z) at yearly time intervals (Z1, Z2, Z3….Zn) within the datasets. This is described by 501 
the equation Z = Y/X, Where: Y = all potential isolate pairs (n2/2); X = the number of possible 502 
pairs for each time interval (t1, t2,t3….tn) that is less than the predicted number of mutations 503 
that have occurred over a given time interval (µ(t(1-n)); µ = mutation rate; t = time interval 504 
between sampling dates, 1-46 and 1-37 years for C. jejuni and C. coli respectively. The resultant 505 
Z value for each time period is the estimated number of effective lineages (Birthdays) at each 506 
time cut-off, equivalent to the number of lineages sharing a common ancestor at a particular 507 
time interval (Supplementary Figure 2).  508 
 509 
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Figure legends 830 
 831 
Figure 1. Little evidence of clustering of isolate sampling dates in Campylobacter 832 
phylogenies. Maximum likelihood (ML) core genome phylogenetic trees of C. coli (A) (n = 833 
601) and C. jejuni (B) (n = 1824) constructed using FastTree version 2.1.8 (Price et al. 2010) 834 
and the GTR model of nucleotide evolution. Both phylogenies show the distribution of the 835 
sample time frame used in this study with major Campylobacter clonal complexes identified 836 
and terminal nodes coloured according to isolation decade (orange = 1970s, yellow = 1980s, 837 
white = 1990s, green = 2000s, blue = 2010s). Scale bars represent the estimated number of 838 
mutations per site. Terminal nodes sampled from different decades can be seen scattered 839 
throughout both trees with little evidence of clustering by decade. Isolates sampled from the 840 
2000s and 2010s are most abundant within each dataset. 841 
 842 
Figure 2. Pair selection criteria curves for inclusion in rate estimates. Visual representation 843 
of possible pairs of isolates at all time cut-offs across the sample time frame for C. jejuni (B) 844 
and C. coli (D). As time difference between pairs increases, distinguishing between individual 845 
curves becomes distorted. Therefore, a selection of years were plotted (A and C) (black = all 846 
pairs >1 year difference, pink = >2 years, blue = >4 years, purple = >6 years, orange = >8 years, 847 
red = >10 years, green = >15 years). All isolates were paired with the nearest isolate (genetic 848 
distance), matched according to difference in year of isolation (coloured lines) for both C. jejuni 849 
(A) and C. coli (C) (orange line). Dashed boxes (A and C) show magnified images of the closest 850 
pairs from all curves. Grey scale bars (B and D) indicate the time difference cut-off of each 851 
curve for every time point in the sample date frame. 852 
 853 
Figure 3. Mutation and recombination in C. coli and C. jejuni. Average genome-wide SNP 854 
positions (red dots = synonymous polymorphisms, blue dots = nonsynonymous 855 
polymorphisms) per isolate pair in relation to inferred recombined regions (grey blocks). Each 856 
plot represents one pair of isolates considered in rate calibration for C. coli (A) and C. jejuni 857 
(B) and are ordered according to Table 1. y axis = number of substitutions in relation to 858 
particular bp position of the reference genome (C. coli = YH501, C. jejuni = NCTC11168) and 859 
varies between pairs. x axis = position of reference genome in bins of 10,000 bp. The cladogram 860 
shows the relatedness of isolate pairs based on nucleotide identity, scale bar indicates 861 
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polymorphisms per site. It is evident from both A and B that recombination is the main source 862 
of variation in C. coli and C. jejuni. 863 
 864 
Figure 4. Lineage expansion in C. jejuni and C. coli. (A) Number of effective lineages (y 865 
axis) at each time point within the sample time frame (x axis) for C. coli (grey) and C. jejuni 866 
(black). (B) Diagrammatic representation of lineage expansion in C. coli and C. jejuni showing 867 
contrasting lineage diversification scenarios.  868 
 869 
Supplementary Figure 1. Root-to-tip linear regression of C. coli and C. jejuni implemented in 870 
the software, TempEst. Root-to-tip genetic distance (y axis) is correlated against sampling times 871 
(x axis) for phylogenies of 601 C. coli (A) and 1,824 C.jejuni (B). Although both C. coli and 872 
C. jejuni datasets show a weak temporal signal, positive correlations can be seen for both 873 
species.   874 
 875 
Supplementary Figure 2. Methods for calculating the number of effective lineages within the 876 
population. (A) The total number of C. jejuni and C. coli isolates in the population and all 877 
potential pairwise comparisons between putative ancestral (black) and contemporary (white) 878 
strains to give the total number of potential isolate pairs, Y. (B) Isolate pair selection based on 879 
divergent sampling date (>8 years) and a nucleotide identity threshold <5000 SNPs. (C) Total 880 
mutation rate ( µ ) calculated for all chosen pairs. The rate of accumulation of all synonymous 881 
(Sd), nonsynonymous (Sn) substitutions, within (rec) and outside (mut) of recombined regions, 882 
was estimated since the most recent common ancestor (MRCA, red circle). The difference in 883 
substitutions between each pair was divided by the difference in isolation years to give µ. (D) 884 
The mutation rate was used to estimate the number of SNPs that were to accumulate over a time 885 
period and the number of possible isolate pairs at given time intervals (t1, t2,t3….tn) for each 886 
species.  887 
 888 
Table titles 889 
 890 
Table 1: Isolate pair information for C. coli 891 
Table 2: Isolate pair information for C. jejuni 892 
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Table 1: Isolate pair information for Campylobacter coli 
Pair no. Isolate 
Year of 
isolation 
ST* CC** Source Country 
Difference in 
years 
1 4316.LDI12946 2006 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK 8 
  3158.LDI6744 2014 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK   
2 4281.LDI12911 2007 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK 8 
  3804.CCN182coli 2015 827 ST-828CC Duck UK   
3 1783.SS_328 2006 827 ST-828CC Cattle UK 8 
  3166.LDI6752 2014 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK   
4 454.SS_047 2005 827 ST-828CC Chicken UK 8 
  3150.LDI6736 2013 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK   
5 3899.H042120298 2004 962 ST-828CC Environmental UK 8 
  2701.OXC6817 2012 962 ST-828CC Human UK   
6 1770.SS_018 2006 827 ST-828CC Chicken UK 8 
  3160.LDI6746 2014 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK   
7 439.SS_031 2005 827 ST-828CC Chicken UK 8 
  3152.LDI6738 2013 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK   
8 1789.SS_335 2006 827 ST-828CC Wild bird UK 8 
  3174.LDI6760 2014 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK   
9 1798.SS_344 2001 827 ST-828CC Chicken UK 10 
  1753.SS_273 2011 827 ST-828CC Human UK   
10 3766.H065100499 2006 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK 8 
  3176.LDI6762 2014 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK   
11 3922.H054900335 2005 825 ST-828CC Environmental UK 8 
  3161.LDI6747 2013 825 ST-828CC Environmental UK   
12 4348.LDI12978 2005 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK 8 
  3154.LDI6740 2013 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK   
13 3925.H043900429 2004 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK 8 
  2690.OXC6785 2012 827 ST-828CC Human UK   
14 3877.H054000445 2005 825 ST-828CC Environmental UK 8 
  3169.LDI6755 2013 825 ST-828CC Environmental UK   
15 1797.SS_343 2005 825 ST-828CC Chicken UK 8 
  3162.LDI6748 2013 825 ST-828CC Environmental UK   
16 3800.UNOR5482c 2003 2195 ST-828CC Environmental UK 9 
  1855.SS_614 2012 2195 ST-828CC Human UK   
17 3803.UNOR13691b 2003 827 ST-828CC Environmental UK 8 
  1792.SS_338 2011 827 ST-828CC Chicken UK   
18 3167.LDI6753 2001 1541 ST-828CC Environmental UK 11 
  1852.SS_595 2012 6795 ST-828CC Human UK   
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Table 2: Isolate pair information for Campylobacter jejuni 
Pair no. Isolate Year of isolation ST* CC** Source Country 
Difference 
in years 
1 5932.Manchester 2003 43 ST-21CC Human UK 13 
  29.NC_002163 2016 43 ST-21CC Human UK   
2 275.13264 1999 257 ST-257CC Human UK 12 
  2140.OXC5779 2011 257 ST-257CC Human UK   
3 267.13256 1991 42 ST-42CC Human UK 12 
  85.cow3583 2003 3583 ST-42CC Cattle UK   
4 5921.Aberdeen 2002 43 ST-21CC Human UK 14 
  5855.LITTER.B.E 2016 43 ST-21CC Chicken UK   
5 269.13258 1998 48 ST-48CC Lamb UK 9 
  1806.SS_381 2007 48 ST-48CC Chicken UK   
6 1776.SS_029 2005 45 ST-45CC Chicken UK 10 
  4809.CTA244 2015 45 ST-45CC Dog France   
7 5735.79.23 1979 1457 ST-443CC Duck USA 32 
  2397.Seal73 2011 1457 ST-443CC Seal UK   
8 255.Hn30 2003 50 ST-21CC Human UK 12 
  4801.CTA093 2015 50 ST-21CC Dog France   
9 299.SS_202 2008 257 ST-257CC Chicken UK 8 
  5814.A4.G 2016 257 ST-257CC Chicken UK   
10 303.SS_214 2008 48 ST-48CC Chicken UK 8 
  5986.LE.72 2016 48 ST-48CC Chicken UK   
11 268.13257 1999 45 ST-45CC Human UK 12 
  2533.OXC6314 2011 45 ST-45CC Human UK   
12 5592.RM1285 1997 50 ST-21CC Chicken USA 16 
  5560.MTVDSCj07 2013 50 ST-21CC Chicken USA   
13 2928.SS_0890 1999 1326 ST-45CC Wild Bird Sweden 12 
  2451.Seal186 2011 1326 ST-45CC Seal UK   
14 5038.CjRM3147 2001 22 ST-22CC Human Mexico 15 
  5902.Camp_108c 2016 22 ST-22CC Chicken UK   
15 1800.SS_375 2007 45 ST-45CC Chicken UK 8 
  4811.CTA277 2015 45 ST-45CC Dog France   
16 463.SS_058 2005 45 ST-45CC Chicken UK 10 
  5006.SS_2784 2015 1701 ST-45CC Chicken UK   
17 62.cowa21 2006 21 ST-21CC Cattle UK 9 
  4834.CTA710 2015 21 ST-21CC Dog France   
18 5738.79.248 1979 50 ST-21CC Turkey USA 30 
  5595.WP2202 2009 50 ST-21CC Chicken USA   
19 272.13261 1998 61 ST-61CC Cattle UK 18 
  191.Cj2008.872 2016 61 ST-61CC Human France   
20 5743.79.315 1979 50 ST-21CC Human USA 36 
  4832.CTA693 2015 50 ST-21CC Dog France   
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Table 3: Estimates of evolutionary potential of nucleotide change across all C. coli genomes in each pair 
of isolates 
*synonymous and nonsynonymous substitution outside of recombination; **synonymous substitutions outside of recombination; 
***all substitutions within and without of recombination 
S = observed synonymous mutations, N = observed nonsynonymous mutations, SD = standard deviation 
  SNPs in rec SNPs out rec           
Pair no. S N S N rdN/dS mdN/dS SNPs/year* 
mol. clock 
rates** 
Total SNPs rate 
(m + r)/yr*** 
1 202 249 61 105 0.731 0.541 -17.375 -6.000 -78.375 
  0 0 13 20 0.000 0.575       
2 0 0 0 0 0.000 0.595 6.500 1.875 32.000 
  104 95 15 34 0.473 0.597       
3 167 170 8 14 0.474 0.564 6.000 2.000 45.500 
  276 349 24 31 0.362 0.558       
4 0 0 0 0 0.000 0.540 23.125 6.250 65.000 
  171 157 50 113 0.540 0.619       
5 0 0 0 0 0.000 0.595 20.000 10.250 171.750 
  609 569 82 64 0.564 0.509       
6 110 138 17 24 0.578 0.653 -2.125 -1.375 28.375 
  199 284 6 17 0.376 0.571       
7 74 96 8 10 0.744 0.542 5.125 1.375 54.875 
  350 210 19 35 0.692 0.579       
8 283 295 14 16 0.938 0.611 2.875 0.375 3.125 
  247 314 17 23 0.288 0.543       
9 11717 6313 2467 1520 0.598 0.528 -256.400 -151.200 -1228.200 
  4905 3639 955 644 1.144 1.115       
10 40 44 1 0 0.482 0.554 4.000 1.125 69.750 
  282 316 10 24 0.679 0.611       
11 7 7 11 10 1.177 0.566 -1.875 -1.250 -3.625 
  2 1 1 4 0.000 0.585       
12 0 0 0 0 0.000 0.620 10.250 4.125 62.250 
  257 140 33 45 0.527 0.575       
13 49 75 36 74 0.889 0.622 10.875 5.250 177.250 
  702 645 78 112 0.575 0.562       
14 419 262 19 44 0.689 0.750 10.000 3.125 107.125 
  899 524 44 90 0.720 0.548       
15 947 622 79 39 0.458 0.613 -8.875 -8.125 -174.250 
  191 107 14 37 0.354 0.500       
16 549 370 58 64 0.493 0.581 -15.333 -6.444 -126.111 
  0 0 0 0 0.464 0.588       
17 681 510 60 129 0.611 0.618 -3.125 1.625 110.500 
  1102 932 73 96 0.592 0.580       
18 0 0 0 0 0.000 0.592 27.273 13.818 545.909 
  3304 2220 152 127 0.515 0.474       
SD 2101.48 1204.22 431.68 266.48 0.311 0.101 62.649 36.435 339.754 
Mean 801 546 123 99 0.492 0.594 11.457 4.266 113.339 
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Table 4: Estimates of evolutionary potential of nucleotide change across all C. jejuni genomes in each pair 
of isolates 
*synonymous and nonsynonymous substitution outside of recombination; **synonymous substitutions outside of recombination; 
***all substitutions within and without of recombination 
S = observed synonymous mutations, N = observed nonsynonymous mutations, SD = standard deviation 
  SNPs in rec SNPs out rec           
Pair no. S N S N rdN/dS mdN/dS SNPs/year* 
mol. clock 
rates** 
Total SNPs rate 
(m + r)/yr*** 
1 0 0 0 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.077 
  0 1 0 1 0.000 0.000       
2 30 50 23 40 0.488 0.505 0.167 0.083 -6.750 
  0 0 24 47 0.000 0.580       
3 0 0 0 0 0.000 0.521 9.667 3.250 10.667 
  4 3 39 67 0.342 0.517       
4 0 0 0 1 0.000 0.000 0.571 0.000 0.571 
  0 0 0 8 0.000 0.000       
5 314 157 33 48 0.462 0.565 -8.000 -2.556 -57.444 
  18 20 10 14 2.236 0.524       
6 136 205 90 174 0.730 0.545 58.300 26.800 32.100 
  20 62 358 432 0.649 0.511       
7 0 0 0 0 0.000 0.524 7.219 3.000 10.844 
  52 61 96 118 0.667 0.534       
8 16 47 32 32 1.131 0.544 27.583 10.917 39.583 
  67 128 163 212 0.684 0.569       
9 107 63 20 36 0.000 0.563 -5.500 -1.875 -27.250 
  1 2 5 6 1.225 0.503       
10 0 0 1 4 0.000 0.500 7.125 1.875 27.125 
  97 62 16 40 0.459 0.534       
11 0 0 0 0 0.000 0.534 9.583 2.750 10.250 
  0 7 33 77 0.786 0.542       
12 242 114 50 61 0.635 0.547 -6.313 -2.875 -28.000 
  3 8 4 11 0.605 0.598       
13 259 138 27 42 0.311 0.560 -5.500 -2.083 -39.667 
  0 0 2 8 0.000 0.538       
14 31 29 2 11 0.406 0.515 4.333 2.067 13.067 
  128 61 33 40 0.639 0.571       
15 370 211 64 88 0.508 0.513 45.125 23.500 -20.000 
  16 50 252 288 0.322 0.577       
16 172 69 79 101 0.399 0.531 -19.600 -7.500 -44.400 
  0 0 4 9 0.000 0.500       
17 37 62 117 210 0.550 0.565 -39.222 -13.000 -51.000 
  0 0 0 0 0.000 0.521       
18 10 26 0 0 1.265 0.578 2.300 0.367 10.267 
  174 88 11 47 0.632 0.542       
19 177 128 22 44 0.840 0.511 -0.833 0.056 0.556 
  202 119 23 33 0.441 0.520       
20 270 201 24 39 0.639 0.482 3.972 1.278 -0.167 
  121 204 70 125 0.576 0.566       
SD 102.78 67.13 72.07 89.59 0.461 0.165 20.772 9.085 27.767 
Mean 77 59 43 63 0.490 0.509 13.534 5.424 14.101 
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Table 5: Average rate calibrations in C. coli and C. jejuni         
  C. coli C. jejuni 
 Units** Min Mean Max Min Mean Max 
Total substitution rate* s/s/y 1.7 x 10-6 6.3 x 10-5 3.0 x 10-4 4.8 x 10-8 8.8 x 10-6 2.3 x 10-5 
Total substitution rate absent of recombining sequences s/s/y 1.6 x 10-6 6.4 x 10-6 1.5 x 10-6 1.0 x 10-7 8.5 x 10-6 3.6 x 10-5 
Synonymous substitution rate in recombining sequences s/s/y 4.9 x 10-6 3.1 x 10-4 1.8 x 10-3 2.1 x 10-7 1.9 x 10-6 7.6 x 10-6 
Synonymous mutation rate absent of recombining sequences (molecular clock) s/s/y 2.1 x 10-7 2.4 x 10-6 7.7 x 10-6 3.8 x 10-8 3.4 x 10-6 1.7 x 10-5 
Nonsynonymous substitution rate in recombining sequences s/s/y 4.4 x 10-8 2.4 x 10-5 1.1 x 10-4 5.0 x 10-8 1.4 x 10-6 4.8 x 10-6 
Nonsynonymous mutation rate absent of recombining sequences s/s/y 4.8 x 10-7 3.2 x 10-6 7.8 x 10-6 3.1 x 10-7 4.8 x 10-6 1.6 x 10-5 
        
*all substitutions from within and outside recombination        
**substitutions per site per year (C. jejuni = 1.6 Mbp, C. coli = 1.8 Mbp)        
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Table 6: Recombination information for each isolate in each C. coli pair considered for rate calibration 
SD = standard deviation 
Pair 
no. 
Rec blocks from 
root of subtree 






Bases in clonal 
frame (bp) 
% of recombined 
genome 
1 16 9 8.407 1,627,573 1,588,753 2.99 
  7 0 0.978 1,609,340 1,606,957 0.15 
2 0 0 0.000 1,666,864 1,666,864 0.00 
  7 7 3.923 1,665,656 1,659,185 0.39 
3 167 15 35.708 1,617,708 1,220,734 24.90 
  162 10 38.985 1,603,282 1,201,817 25.84 
4 6 0 10.145 1,616,057 1,593,221 1.41 
  15 5 16.141 1,507,717 1,468,305 3.14 
5 7 0 5.457 1,651,605 1,614,910 2.22 
  52 45 20.475 1,659,211 1,595,168 7.09 
6 162 7 46.548 1,621,038 1,225,532 24.71 
  161 6 38.660 1,613,935 1,209,402 25.67 
7 163 6 44.503 1,613,236 1,215,532 25.05 
  171 14 54.284 1,618,186 1,220,026 24.94 
8 180 28 39.419 1,621,543 1,223,908 24.84 
  160 8 37.994 1,615,211 1,210,318 25.65 
9 191 191 6.901 1,579,494 1,287,491 28.63 
  172 172 37.839 1,616,244 1,203,711 25.92 
10 192 5 143.956 1,616,455 1,209,888 25.48 
  197 10 152.767 1,598,501 1,190,972 26.38 
11 33 1 48.051 1,648,672 1,514,755 8.12 
  32 0 47.809 1,649,085 1,515,390 8.11 
12 2 0 4.321 1,653,346 1,647,288 0.37 
  12 10 12.071 1,652,455 1,617,482 2.14 
13 11 10 9.962 1,582,966 1,569,538 0.85 
  36 35 19.288 1,633,910 1,600,539 9.07 
14 16 16 31.305 1,645,474 1,588,868 3.44 
  32 32 47.809 1,642,338 1,508,643 8.14 
15 70 40 63.266 1,655,982 1,494,469 11.56 
  35 5 46.657 1,647,567 1,545,999 6.53 
16 23 23 7.188 1,651,444 1,521,539 7.87 
  23 23 5.289 1,658,746 1,600,962 4.35 
17 25 15 50.581 1,617,864 1,541,049 5.10 
  72 60 59.602 1,618,755 1,514,712 6.58 
18 218 0 42.182 1,597,971 1,119,919 31.12 
  306 88 102.167 1,618,051 1,093,701 40.07 
SD 85 43 35.448 30,559 189,708 11.74 
Mean 87 25 37.240 1,625,375 1,427,987 13.30 
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Table 7: Recombination information for each isolate in each C. jejuni pair considered for rate calibration 
SD = standard deviation 
Pair 
no. 
Rec blocks from 
root of subtree 





Bases in clonal 
frame (bp) 
% of recombined 
genome 
1 1 0 6.389 1,639,229 1,627,395 0.72 
  1 0 6.389 1,634,719 1,622,885 0.72 
2 6 6 3.042 1,618,681 1,606,663 0.74 
  0 0 0.000 1,618,074 1,618,074 0.00 
3 4 0 3.378 1,632,540 1,623,184 0.63 
  5 1 0.058 1,626,877 1,618,438 0.66 
4 1 0 6.389 1,635,771 1,623,937 0.72 
  1 0 6.389 1,597,308 1,585,474 0.74 
5 14 14 9.837 1,637,250 1,630,577 2.00 
  2 2 2.247 1,639,143 1,637,492 0.10 
6 23 23 2.992 1,622,009 1,610,144 1.73 
  5 5 0.191 1,613,353 1,602,784 0.66 
7 0 0 0.000 1,565,731 1,565,731 0.00 
  4 4 0.502 1,605,399 1,576,627 1.79 
8 6 6 1.295 1,605,876 1,587,041 1.17 
  16 16 1.765 1,602,144 1,595,123 1.62 
9 0 0 0.000 1,624,255 1,618,823 1.66 
  2 2 0.594 1,635,479 1,630,084 0.33 
10 0 0 0.000 1,638,978 1,638,978 0.00 
  9 9 2.581 1,617,064 1,597,375 1.34 
11 0 0 0.000 1,637,286 1,637,286 0.00 
  1 1 0.070 1,634,549 1,633,954 0.04 
12 14 5 3.102 1,631,249 1,569,740 3.77 
  11 2 1.059 1,635,689 1,595,743 2.45 
13 5 5 5.282 1,624,931 1,600,666 1.49 
  0 0 0.000 1,635,860 1,635,860 0.00 
14 11 3 7.825 1,531,436 1,515,728 1.03 
  11 3 8.203 1,479,611 1,464,823 1.01 
15 37 12 11.074 1,577,196 1,503,167 5.23 
  27 2 4.535 1,578,646 1,527,929 3.21 
16 13 5 3.493 1,629,646 1,594,397 3.68 
  8 0 2.246 1,585,000 1,559,014 2.55 
17 11 11 4.135 1,622,264 1,614,837 0.46 
  0 0 0.000 1,608,872 1,608,872 0.00 
18 3 3 0.442 1,589,659 1,585,982 0.23 
  7 7 6.710 1,626,126 1,625,934 1.05 
19 22 11 13.058 1,633,924 1,575,472 3.66 
  28 17 10.982 1,571,410 1,495,992 5.30 
20 8 8 32.016 1,529,278 1,290,989 18.64 
  49 19 35.641 1,600,590 1,336,645 17.51 
SD 11 6 7.585 35,024 74,747 3.94 
Mean 9 5 5.098 1,609,328 1,579,746 2.22 
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Table 8: C. coli "birthday problem" data and estimates of coalescence across sample time frame 
X = possible pairs; Y = potential pairs; Z = Coaelescences ("birthdays") 
Time cut-off (t) No. of SNPs in time (st)  No. of pairs < st (X) Effective lineages (Z) 
1 77 8 22,575 
2 155 12 15,050 
3 232 16 11,288 
4 309 21 8,600 
5 386 27 6,689 
6 464 33 5,473 
7 541 41 4,405 
8 618 57 3,168 
9 696 60 3,010 
10 773 64 2,822 
11 850 68 2,656 
12 928 71 2,544 
13 1,005 76 2,376 
14 1,082 84 2,150 
15 1,159 88 2,052 
16 1,237 92 1,963 
17 1,314 94 1,921 
18 1,391 102 1,771 
19 1,469 107 1,688 
20 1,546 108 1,672 
21 1,623 112 1,613 
22 1,700 115 1,570 
23 1,778 117 1,544 
24 1,855 119 1,518 
25 1,932 123 1,468 
26 2,010 124 1,456 
27 2,087 128 1,411 
28 2,164 130 1,389 
29 2,241 133 1,358 
30 2,319 134 1,348 
31 2,396 136 1,328 
32 2,473 139 1,299 
33 2,551 140 1,290 
34 2,628 140 1,290 
35 2,705 142 1,272 
36 2,783 142 1,272 
37 2,860 143 1,263 
mut + rec SNPs/yr rate for C. coli = 77.3 
Y (all potential pairs) = 180,600 
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Table 9: C. jejuni "birthday problem" data and estimates of coalescence across sample time frame 
X = possible pairs; Y = potential pairs; Z = Coaelescences ("birthdays") 
Time cut-off (t) No. of SNPs in time (st)  No. of pairs < st (X) Effective lineages (Z) 
1 14 76 21,888 
2 28 129 12,895 
3 42 150 11,090 
4 56 163 10,205 
5 71 174 9,560 
6 85 182 9,140 
7 99 190 8,755 
8 113 194 8,575 
9 127 198 8,401 
10 141 209 7,959 
11 155 215 7,737 
12 169 221 7,527 
13 183 225 7,393 
14 197 230 7,233 
15 212 237 7,019 
16 226 242 6,874 
17 240 249 6,681 
18 254 254 6,549 
19 268 256 6,498 
20 282 258 6,448 
21 296 262 6,349 
22 310 267 6,230 
23 324 270 6,161 
24 338 276 6,027 
25 353 278 5,984 
26 367 281 5,920 
27 381 287 5,796 
28 395 292 5,697 
29 409 295 5,639 
30 423 300 5,545 
31 437 303 5,490 
32 451 310 5,366 
33 465 312 5,332 
34 479 314 5,298 
35 494 318 5,231 
36 508 320 5,198 
37 522 324 5,134 
38 536 329 5,056 
39 550 333 4,995 
40 564 335 4,966 
41 578 340 4,893 
42 592 341 4,878 
43 606 342 4,864 
44 620 344 4,836 
45 635 349 4,766 
46 649 352 4,726 
mut + rec SNPs/yr rate for C. jejuni = 14.1 
Y (all potential pairs) = 1,663,488 
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